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Brief History of Blockchain
In 1999, Nobel Prize Winning economist Milton Friedman said,
“the one thing that’s missing is a reliable e-cash, whereby on the internet you can
transfer funds from A to B without A knowing B or B knowing A”
and that “it would be one of the major forces for reducing the role of government.”

10 years later, the Bitcoin blockchain launches with the intention of becoming the
future of money. Just 10 years after that:


Goldman Sachs–one of the world’s biggest banks–has built its own
blockchain.



The Australian government has signed a $1bn deal with IBM to bring
blockchain to the public sector.



The United Nations has launched an initiative to improve humanitarian efforts
using blockchain technology.



The city of Dubai announces it will be the world’s first blockchain-powered
government.

So much has happened over the last 10 years that it’s easy to forget how we got to
where we are today. To help jog our collective memories, we gi ve you: A brief history
of blockchain.
2008


A document is published online called ‘Bitcoin: a peer-to-peer electronic cash
system’.



The document outlines how to build a digital currency that is secure and
transparent without a bank or central body. It’s written by an unknown person
called ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’.

2009


Satoshi launches Bitcoin in January 2009 as an alternative to the current
financial system and centres of power.

At 18:15 on 3 January Satoshi writes a hidden message into the genesis block (first
batch of payments): The Times 03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of second bailout for
banks.


Interest starts to build about this new, truly peer-to-peer currency.

2010


Bitcoin Market, the world’s first crypto currency exchange is set up.



The (now famous) Bitcoin Pizza Guy, Lazlo Hanyecz, makes the first real
world payment in Bitcoin (BTC). He pays 10,000 BTC for two Papa John’s
pizzas. With the pizzas worth millions just a few years later, May 22nd is
officially crowned Bitcoin Pizza Day.



The (now infamous) crypto currency exchange, Mt. Gox, launches. Bitcoin’s
market cap (total value) reaches $2bn.

2011


Silk Road, an online marketplace is launched in February. Anonymous users
buy and sell (mostly illegal) goods in Bitcoin. The crypto currency takes the
brunt of the bad press.



At the same time, the price of 1 Bitcoin reaches $1, driving interest. More
people start mining Bitcoin.



Satoshi hands over maintenance of the Bitcoin code. He or she leaves at
least 50 Bitcoin in a wallet (that are still there to this day) and disappears.



The first searches for the term ‘blockchain’ start appearing on Google.



Since Bitcoin’s code is open source (available to the public) people start
making their own coins. Namecoin, Litecoin and Swiftcoin, appear o n the
scene. All have their sights set on becoming a global currency.

2012


Tether, the first crypto currency to be pegged to the US dollar, is proposed.



OpenCoin (now called Ripple) is born. Instead of using mining to verify
payments like Bitcoin, it uses consensus among members of the network.



Wordpress.com starts accepting Bitcoins.



People start to realise that Bitcoin’s underlying tech–blockchain–could have
other applications. Companies, teams and individuals race to investigate
different use cases of blockchain.

2013


The FBI shuts down Silk Road and arrests its owner, charging him with life in
prison.



In Florida, USA, a homeless shelter starts accepting Bitcoin.



Interest grows in other blockchain-related businesses. Pantera Capital, the first
US Bitcoin investment firm invests in crypto currency exchanges Coinbase,
Circle and Bitstamp.



People start to realise that Bitcoin’s underlying tech–blockchain–could have
other applications. Companies, teams and individuals race to investigate
different use cases of blockchain.

2014


Mt. Gox, now the world’s largest cryptocurrency exchange, is hacked and
loses 850,000 Bitcoins. The exchange files for bankruptcy.



Vitalik and his team lead a successful ICO (initial coin offering or crowdfunding
campaign) to kickstart Ethereum.



US Marshals sell 30,000 Bitcoins confiscated from Silk Road. All are bought by

billionaire Bitcoin enthusiast Tim Draper.


OpenCoin rebrands to Ripple Labs and creates their own cryptocurrency
called XRP. They announced partnerships with major banks that sends the
price rocketing. In December 2014, XRP overtakes Litecoin as the second
biggest currency.

2015


NASDAQ begins a blockchain trial to improve speed, efficiency and lower cost.



Barclays, Credit Suisse, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan and RBS form a new
blockchain consortium called R3.



Ethereum launches its own blockchain.



Capital One, Visa, Citi Ventures and NASDAQ invest in Chain, a company
building private blockchains for businesses.



Ripple Labs is fined $700,000 by US financial agenc y FinCEN for selling their
cryptocurrency XRP without registering with them first.



The world’s biggest open source non-profit, The Linux Foundation, launches
Hyperledger; a set of tools to help people create blockchain projects.

2016


A project called The DAO is built on top of Ethereum and raises a record
$150m by selling its tokens in return for Ether.



The DAO loses $50m to a hacker who exploits a weakness in the code. Most
of the Ethereum community decide to hard fork (split the blockchain in two) to
retrieve the stolen Ether. The others maintain the original version of the
network and rebrand to ‘Ethereum Classic’. The new fork proceeds as
Ethereum.



IBM starts offering BaaS (blockchain-as-a-service) to businesses.



Zcash, a new cryptocurrency with unprecedented security, is launched.



Google joins IBM, Amazon and Microsoft in testing blockchain services with
clients.



Goldman Sachs and Santander pull out of the R3 consortium for reasons that

are unclear.
2017


European banks band together to form the Digital Trade Chain, offering
businesses trade finance on the blockchain.



Bitcoin is recognised as legal currency in Japan.



Vitalik announces his plans to switch the Ethereum network from proof of work
to proof of stake.



Tencent, one of the world’s largest corporations, announces TrustSQL–a
blockchain platform for businesses.



More people are using the Bitcoin network than ever. But because it’s limited
to around 7 transactions per second, fees rise. Developers don’t agree on how
to improve it, resulting in a hard fork. Bitcoin Cash is born on 1 August.



World boxing champion Floyd Mayweather Jr. uses his celebrity to promote
the stox.com ICO, which goes on to raise $30m.



The WFP (World Food Programme) successfully runs an experiment to serve
100,000 Syrian refugees using blockchain technology.



Bitcoin’s price reaches an all-time-high of almost $20,000 before falling to less
than half exactly a month later.

2018


The US state of Arizona accepts taxes in bitcoin.



The Long Island Iced Tea company changes its name to Long Blockchain
Corp. and sees shares rise nearly 300%.



Camera Company Kodak announces plans to create its own KodakCoin.
Shares rise 60%.



Switzerland begins accepting taxes in bitcoin.



America’s biggest retail store, Walmart, runs a trial with IBM to track and verify
the source of food on the blockchain.



Cryptocurrency EOS raises $4bn in the biggest ICO ever. Many believe it will
one day replace Ethereum.



Santander partners with Ripple to offer customers next-day international

transfers. It’s the first UK bank to use blockchain technology.


Consensus, the world’s biggest annual blockchain conference, reaches 4,000
attendees. In 2015, there were just 400.



The IMF (International Monetary Fund) declares that ‘cryptocurrencies pose a
limited threat to financial stability’.



Spanish banking group BBVA, Swiss multinational investment bank UBS and
Microsoft all express interest in blockchain-based smart contracts.



The world’s biggest crypto exchange, Binance, packs up and moves from
China to Malta. Malta becomes recognised as one of the most blockchainfriendly nations on Earth.



According to Forbes.com, nearly 15% of finance companies are using
blockchain today.

BACKGROUND

1. BACKGROUND
The REBGLO project seeks to address and improve on current crypto-currency mining
inefﬁciencies with a combination of software and hardware solutions. The REBGLO
project is driven by the REBGLO token, an ERC-20 Token nestled on the Ethereum
Block Chain. A total supply of 10 billion REBGLO tokens will be issued.
Currently, REBGLO’s software mining enhancement solutions are already completed
and poised to be rolled out for implementation on the mining farms. Mining efﬁciency
has been benchmarked to improve by 17.2 per cent with the introduction of Data
Transmission Technology. REBGLO’s L2 Optimized Mining solutions are currently
under development and will be available exclusively to REBGLO mining farms in the
near future. Current beta system tests have also proven that the L2 system will improve
the mining hash rate efﬁciency by 160 per cent.
REBGLO’s HETTARER is currently in production and will be ready to be delivered for
global sales. The HETTARER technology improves battery life by 300 per cent and
reduces charging times by 50 per cent. The integration of HETTARER technology into
the L2 system is currently underway and should be ready for launch, together with the
L2 system, in the coming months.

PROBLEMS

2. PROBLEMS
In the current block-chain technological climate, crypto-currency mining has become a
focal topic among block-chain enthusiasts. A primary conundrum that plagues
crypto-mining today is the loss of efﬁciency during the mining process.
Mining efﬁciency is largely affected by 2 major internal and external factors:
1. A key internal factor is the data transmission loss during the processing
phrase of the mining process. Hash rates are lost due to inefﬁcient data reading
and reconstruction.
2. A major external factor affecting the mining process is the large consumption
of electricity. Both heat and static loss contributes to the depletion of electricity
efﬁciency, inadvertently affecting mining proﬁtability.
Numerous approaches are being explored to address the above issues. Large
semiconductor manufacturers are investing in mining-speciﬁc hardware, while Qarnot,
a French computing company, recently launched a heater which generates heat
through graphics cards by mining crypto-currencies for at-home use.
In addition, all major platforms, e.g. Bi tcoin and Ethereum, are exploring how to
increase the scalability of their operations, such as the Lightning Network. However,
currently no clear solutions have been found in the market. These issues will only grow
as the crypto-currency and block-chain markets continue to expand in reach and
become more broadly accepted.
Recent research forecasts an unsustainable future for crypto-currency mining due to
sharply rising energy usage, unless viable solutions are found. In 2017, according to
research conducted by PowerCompare, a UK-based energy comparison tariff service,
Bitcoin mining used more energy on average than that used by 159 individual
countries. This equates to 0.13 per cent of global energy consumption according to
Digiconomist’s Bitcoin Energy Consumption Index.
According to a peer-reviewed paper published by Alex de Vries — block-chain
evangelist and economist — Bitcoin mining alone will account for 0.5 percent of global
energy consumption by the end of 2018. At a time when minimizing human impact on
the global climate is a primary concern and priority for most of the world, this does not
come as welcome news. To increase productivity in mining today will mean increased
investment in technology and ever rising energy use.

SOLUTION

3. SOLUTION
The REBGLO Mining System seeks to solve the mining efﬁciency issue with the Data
Transmission System (DTS) Technology, which helps to solve scalability issues and
reduce power consumption in crypto -currency mining. In the most recent tests, the
technology increased efﬁciency by 17.2 per cent improvement in hash/s . This
technology has been provided for use and dissemination exclusively to the REBGLO
project.
Developed through a black-box process, HETTARER is an electromagnetically treated
conductive paper to which elementary particles are attached. It eliminates unnecessary
electromagnetic noise which reduces efﬁciency, and in doing so, extends the charge
and life of any battery or conductive product by 20-40 per cent. The underlying
electromagnetic technology is now been developed for exclusive use with the
REBGLO L2 system.
The REBGLO L2 is a proprietary mining boost system specially developed to address
the existing crypto-mining efﬁciency issues. It is a culmination of REBGLO’s ongoing
research to propagate an efﬁcient and clean crypto-mining process.

HETTARER
TECHNOLOGY

4.1 HETTARER TECHNOLOGY
REBGLO has devised a special electromagnetic sticker that aligns elementary particles
into a constitution state.
The aligned particles then form a protective layer repelling electromagnetic noise, a
key factor impacting battery longevity.
HETTARER stickers have a life span of 90 days, after which it will need to be replaced
with a new sticker.
Currently, the technology is already available for mobile phones and other
battery-operated gadgets.

4.2. THE HETTARER STICKER
This battery performance “hack”, ﬁrst conceived in Japan, makes use of conductive
paper that collects charged particles from electric currents occurring naturally from the
air as well as the device.
These particles are then ampliﬁed by the heat coming from the device battery. This
results in extended battery life and reduced charging times.
By simply sticking the HETTARER sticker on the back of your phone, it improves the
overall battery performance by 20-40 per cent. The HETTARER sticker can also be
used on car batteries as well as other household appliances.

Lifestyle Choice.
Be the ﬁrst to stick a redpatch to the back of your
phone and see overall battery performance
improve by 20 to 40 percent for up to 60 days.

Because—Science!
Made of conductive paper, this battery hack
from Japan collects charged particles from
electric current occurring naturally in the air
as well as in the device.

Charge Ampliﬁcation
Made of conductive paper, this battery hack
from Japan collects charged particles from
electric current occurring naturally in the air
as well as in the device.

CRYPTO-MINING
HETTARER not only improves battery performance, it also lowers the high frequency of
electric devices by 90%! So it will greatly increase Crypto -mining efﬁciency if it is
sticked on Crypto-mining rigs!
Tests have shown that the HETTARER sticker enhances both data mining speeds as
well as results. In a 24-hour period, the sticker showed a 133 per cent increase in
Monero data mining, as well as a 114 per cent increase in Monero mining rewards in a
48-hour period by multicurrency mining pool MinerGate.

24 hours increase data of Monero
mining by MinerGate

Rewards after 48 hours of Monero
mining by MinerGate

REBGLO MINING
BOOST
SYSHTEM

5) REBGLO MINING BOOST
SYSTEM
The ﬂagship product of REBGLO is the REBGLO Mining Boost System. The technology
MINING
REVENUE
is applicable for all crypto-mining algorithm INCREASE
types and is simple
to install.

5.1 CURRENT SITUATION OF VIRTUAL
CURRENCY MINING
INSUFFICIENT BLOCK SIZE
The current unit bit size of a bit coin is 1MB.
This current capacity is insufﬁcient, and it seems
that the block size will become an increasingly
popular trend in the future.

COMPUTING PERFORMANCE REDUCTION
Access to the main memory area (DRAM) occurs due to insufﬁcient processing
capacity with the registered memory only inside the CPU, GPU or ASIC.
As a result, the calculation performance deteriorates.

5.2 OVERVIEW OF DATA
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Normal Processing
Reading out and reconstructing data that is recorded in various unoccupied spaces on
the disc takes time.

Harddisk
Drive

A1B2
CPU

A1B2

CPU

A
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B
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DTS Processing
By arranging data optimised at C4 in the memory cache within the M-Cell, data
reading and reconstruction processing becomes faster.

A1B2
A1B2

C4

CPU

C4

M-Cell

CPU
A
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10-20 times FASTER

5.3 CONTRIBUTION OF DTS TECHNOLOGY
TO VIRTUAL CURRENCY MINING
IMPROVED COMPUTING
PERFORMANCE

ENHANCED MINING SPEED
AND REVENUE

By having the necessary data for
processing on the main memory, and
combining it with instruction parallelization
in the mining process, it is possible to
drastically improve the operation
performance.

It is possible to acquire mining income at
dramatically higher levels than combinations
including conventional mining software and
mining computers.

As articulated by the above information, DTS Technology is tested and proven to
improve mining efﬁciency.
With the introduction of REBGLO, conventional mining rigs and farms can be easily
upgraded as the software upgrade is compatible with all existing mining setups and
algorithms, including GPU and ASIC mining setups.
This patented technology has a built-in AI which learns and adapts over time. It has been
extensively tested, and the most recent test results are outlined below:

Veriﬁcation Test 1
- Measuring the processing performance for the Monero coin in a normal
GPU environment and in a tuned GPU environment.
- The GPU used: GTX-1050Ti
- Measuring the average hash rates for 100 times.

Results
- Normal GPU environment: 307.208 hash/s
- Tuned GPU environment: 319.848 hash/s
- An improvement of 4.1%

Veriﬁcation Test 2
- Measuring the processing performance for the Monero coin in a normal
GPU environment and in a tuned GPU environment.
- The GPU used: GTX-1080Ti
- Measuring the average hash rates for 100 times.

Results
- Normal GPU environment: 764.789 hash/s
- Tuned GPU environment: 896.969 hash/s
- An improvement of 17.2%

Comparison of rewards per block in pool mining:
- Normal GPU environment: 0.0010877 XMR
- Tuned GPU environment: 0.0013653 XMR
- An improvement of 25.5%

5.4 RESEARCH TEAM CONCLUSIONS
By tuning normal GPUs with the REBGLO Mining Boost Engine at this time, the initial
improvement rate was 4.1 per cent, while the improvement rate at the end of the
research period was 17.2 per cent.
In the GPU used for mining, the structure of the GPU itself and the library structure of
the mining program both affected processing speeds dramatically. In addition, in pool
mining, it was detected that the performance of the pool server can also have a similar
effect.
In the future, through the modiﬁcation of the mining program itself, as well as the
cancellation of GPU memory errors and optimized GPU tuning, it is thought that there
will be room for further improvement in processing performance.

REBGLO L2
(REBGLO
MINING
OPTIMIZATION
LEVEL 2)

6. REBGLO L2 (REBGLO
MINING OPTIMIZATION
LEVEL 2)
REBGLO L2 is the next phase of development for the REBGLO Mining Boost Engine,
delivering a new generation of mining ware optimization. REBGLO L2 optimizes ILP
(Instruction Level Parallelisms) and TLP (Thread Level Parallelisms) and reduces the
cache memory miss penalty through cache memory algorithms that call on DTS (Data
Transmission System), which creates computation performance effectiveness system
conﬁguration. It also contributes to effective total energy consumption.

In current tests, REBGLO L2 enhances
hash rates by up to 160 per cent as
compared to the original mining code,
and does so without the need for any
hardware change. It provides
scalability of mining computer facilities
and reduces the required electrical
power consumption for the mining of
any cryptocurrency.

To achieve this, the REBGLO technical team has further researched the unique technique
of combining a mining hash boost engine with a low power consumption model to
deliver energy savings for existing computation machines.

ROADMAP

7. ROADMAP
These are the upcoming plans for REBGLO:

15th April 2018
1st June 2018
1st July 2018
1st August 2018
1st September 2018
1st October 2018

REBGLO Mining Boost Engine Live

ICO Private Sales 1

ICO Private Sales 2

Hettarer to enter Singapore

ICO Presale / Hettarer to enter Malaysia
market
Hettarer to enter Indonesia market

1st November 2018

ICO Presale / Hettarer to enter Thailand
market

1st December 2018

ICO Public sale / REBGLO Quamtum Mining
System Live / Hettarer to enter Vietnam
market

1st March 2019
1st June 2019
1st December2019

REBGLO MK-1 Asic Miner Launch

REBGLO MK-2 Asic Miner Launch

REBGLO MK-X Asic Miner Launch

Establish Electric Company

2022
Establish Power Semiconductor Company

2024

7.1 Futuristic Approach
REBGLO Project aims to extend effective and powerful software
as well as hardware solutions in order to improve the existing
crypto currency mining process.
Our Future approach focuses towards enter into the “Electric
Power Business” and “Energy Business” where it develop its
own electric power company, with their solutions, the
ecosystem intends to simplify crypto currency mining in order
to make it more efficient and profitable for the users.
By exploring these new dimensions we will not only expand
into new sector but also uplift the Economy and Social factors
with will have a immense benefits.

TOKENOMICS

8. TOKENOMICS
To power its operations, REBGLO will issue the REBGLO (REB) token on Ethereum.
REBGLO is an ERC20 token, of which a total of 1 billion will be issued.
The REBGLO token will be divisible by 18 decimal places to make sure no issues arise
when the token value increases.

8.1 DISTRIBUTION
Fund will be allocate as follows:

Distribution by amount
Pre-Sale

21%

210M

Public Sale

5.1%

51M

Bounty Progra m

8.9%

89M

Airdro p

20%

200M

Advisor (in 3 month)

20%

200M

Team (in 12 month)

25%

250M

100%

1B

Total

8.2 FUND ALLOCATION
Fund will be allocated as follows:

Fund Allocation
Liquidity Pool

35%

Product R&D

15%

Mining Farm

5%

Operations

15%

Market Expansion

10%

Legal, Co mpliance & Audit
Total

5%
100%

TEAM /
ADVISORS

9.1 TEAM

9.2 ADVISORS
The advisors are experts from various ﬁelds:

Jason Lam
VP Business Dev

Qi Yu Hong
Founder, CEO & CTO,
Tokenize Exchange

Takaki Ichihashi
Managing Director,
Tetra-Partners Pte LTD

Jas on holds a Bac helor in Bus iness Management from RMIT
Aust ralia. Jas on’s main strengt hs lie in st rat egic planning,
relations hip management, business development, ﬁnancing and
investments.
He brings wit h him an ass ort ment of ex perienc es from various
indust ries. His previous roles include being an ex -bank er wit h
loc al and foreign banks for 7 y ears, a cons ult ant at a leading
property searc h engine as well as a legal ﬁ rm.
With y ears of strat egic ex perienc e, Jason st art ed P rincipal
Strategic Pt e Lt d, a management cons ult ancy headquartered in
Singapore. He is a strong proponent of ethical business practic es,
wit h a k ey emphasis on due diligenc e and KY C.
As the Chief Strat egist at P rincipal Strat egic, Jas on is currently
working on a number of block -c hain projects wit h his t eam. He is
als o a Strat egic A dvis or for a few ot her block -chain projects.

Qi Yu leads the company and the tech team in developing a
robust, secure, and user-friendly platform. He has 4 years of
professional IT experience in cybersecurity, system and solution
engineering.
He was one of the pioneer full -st ack developers at B ambu - a
Series A FinTech start-up. He has 4 years of ex perienc e in trading
and managing investment port folios ac ross FORE X, equities, and
digital c urrency.
As a tech enthusiast, Qi Yu has seen the rise of crypto -currencies
since the conception of Bitcoin. He has since merged his passion
with his profession and combined the best of both worlds. The
result is Tokenize – the brainchild of his vision to create a central
community of decent ralization, returning the ecosphere to its
intimate and engaging roots.

Takaki Ic hihas hi has been in t he Sales & Mark eting industry sinc e
1985, starting out with one of Japan's t op touris m agencies, then
branc hing out to mark et for Tokyo's ﬁrst list ed electronics
manufacturing ﬁrm in 1991.
He was then post ed to Singapore in 1994 as a S ales & P romotion
division manager and was lat er promoted t o General Manager of
the S ales division in 1999, where he continued on t o 2005.
He was headhunt ed to manage one of Japan's prominent
indust rial equipment & components wholes ale and
manufacturing ﬁrm, whic h brought in an impressive revenue of
S$4. 2m from a single acc ount. Wit h just a 6 -men t eam, he
ac hieved an annual proﬁt of approximat ely S $400,000 in the
same y ear.
In May of 2010, Takaki s et up Star Sunris e International Pt e Ltd, an
electronics trading ﬁrm to bridge t rading relations bet ween Japan
and Singapore. He then c ontinued to s et up A rt St rategy
Consulting Pt e Lt d and Tetra-P artners Pt e Lt d respectively in 2013
and 2015.

Danny Teo
Legal Advisor

Danny Teo graduated wit h an LL.B (Hons ) degree as an ext ernal
student of the University of London in 1992. He st udied for and
passed the E nglis h Bar ﬁnals, and was called to the E nglis h Bar by
the Honourable S ociety of Lincoln’s Inn in February 1993.
Danny work ed with s everal law ﬁ rms and has being practicing law
for over 25 y ears. He was among a pioneer group of lawy ers
selected by the former District Judge. He has negotiat ed various
agreements for the ac quisition and/ or joint vent ure invest ments in
Power Plant projects in the Asia P aciﬁc region. He is a member of
the Singapore Academy of Law and t he Law S ociety of Singapore.
Danny has als o act ed as a cons ult ant for various c ompanies and
advised t hem on legal iss ues, negotiating c ontract terms, as well
as facilitating and arranging ﬁ nancial loans and investments. He
has rec ently been involved in cry pt o-currency matters.

TOKENS
DETAILS

10. TOKENS SALE
DETAIL
These are the details for the REBGLO Tokens (REB) in different
phrases:

Presale 1 (1st September 2018)
1 ETH = 5000 REB
Issued tokens = 70,000,000 REB
Presale 2 (1st October 2018)
1 ETH = 2500 REB
Issued tokens = 70,000,000 REB
Presale 3 (1st November 2018)
1 ETH = 1250 REB
Issued tokens = 70,000,000 REB
Public Sale
(1st December
2018) 1 ETH =
500 REB
Issued tokens = 51,000,000 REB

Digital
Marketing
Strategy

11. Digital Marketing Strategy
Major list to consider
1) Scope – there are so many options where you want to start and where you
want to go
 Web
 Mobile
 Social
2) Technology & Content –work your own or outsource the work
Steps for getting online






Insight
Analytics
Technology
Content
Reach

Achieve online goals through






Visibility
Planning
Targeting
Advertising
Measurement

Goals on online business






Understand your customer
 Who will see
 Who will buy
List business in local directories – entice new customers to walk through your
door
 Location
 Opening Hours
 Services offered
 Price
 Photo
 Video
Set a social media page
 Facebook
 Google Plus

 Twitter
 LinkedIn
 Instagram
Post photos, deals and add additional features in page like Reservation, review
and online orders which help connect with your customers.
 Explain business by online advertisements


Analytics – helps you know what’s working well

Marketing your online Presence




Increase digital marketing traffic via:
 SEO
 SEM
 Digital Advertisement – Text,Image,Video
 Social Media
 E-mail Marketing
Analyze & Adopt – Tracking
 Knowing from where they come from
 What do they do there
 How long they stay

Build your Web Presence
1) Choosing your online presence
 Website
 Read Review
 Chat
 Track
 Social Media
 Applications
 Local business listing & review sites
 Google My Business
 Justdial
2) How Websites work – your business home online
 Space on server – rent your space online
 Domain Name – how people find you
 IP Address
 Browser
 Connecting Customers
3) Key Website Ingredients
 Domain Name
 Check Availability



Home Page
 Your shop window
 Directs/Navigation
 Organizing your page – content,text,image,video
 Navigation
 Extension
 Relevance
 Templates
4) Website & your business goals
 Visibility of Important Details
 Content
 Design
 Mobile
 Optimization
 Tone
5) Make your business easy to use
 Navigation
 Style
 Look and Feel
 Page Layout – Color and Font
 Language
 Consistency
6) Website design Do & Don’ts
 Speed – loading time
 Simplify Style
 Mobile Friendly
 Operating System
Plan your online Business
1) Benefits of an online strategy
 Clearly define your goals
 Articulating what your business stands for
 USP – unique selling price
2) Taking a business online
By understanding both online and offline we can cover the drawback in
online and do business
3) Understand customer behavior
 Customers touch points
 Social media will help to create touch point
 Understand their route they take to come to you
 Put yourself in their shoes and think how could you so this
 Analyse and optimize your touch points

4) How to stand out from your competitors
 USP –
 Who is my target audience
 Who are my competitors
 What problem do target audience face
 How will you solve their problem
 Be natural
 Show your USP to your market – SWOT analysis of your business
5) Using goals to improve business performance
 KPI – Key Performance Indicator
 Specific
 Measurable
 Achievable
 Relevance
 Forward Thinking
Get started with search
1) Search Engine Basics
 Keywords
 Relevance
 Targeting
 Informs Strategy
2) How search engine works
Task performed by search engine
Crawling – Examine Content
Indexing – Categorise Content
Ranking – Important Content
3) How search engine see the Web
 Code – html
 Title of Page
 Images – code behind the image
What search engine looks for –
 Content
 Code
 Descriptive words
 Alternate text
 Optimized visibility
4) Organise search explained
Organic results appear at the centre of the page, no cost to appear here
rather than paid results
SEO Makes your site organic with good content, relevant, meaningful
content and making it appear at organic

5) Paid Search
Advertise on Search Engine – SEM
 Effective
 Quick results
 Bid for Keywords
 Ads you see complement the search you do
 Bid Click-on-Ad – Keywords
Paid Search Components
 Organic Formula
 Advertising Models
 Bidding Auction
 Keywords
 Customer Reach
Get Discovered with Search
1) Introducing to search engine optimisation (SEO)
 Algorithm to showcase results
 Unique
 Engaging
 Relevant Content
 Paid & Unpaid Ads
2) SEO Process
 Keyword Research
 Video
 Trends
 Attracting Traffic
 Customer feedback
Updates
 Learn how SEO works
 Find inspirations from other website
 Talk to your customers – what is missing according to them
3) How to choose Keywords
 Frequency
 Competitors
 Long Tail – Keywords with less competition
 Relevance – with keywords and business you offer
 Avoid Stuffing
4) Setting realistic SEO Goals
 Set goals and track performance







Define Success
Utilise analytics tools
Ditch irrelevant Keywords
Adjust strategy
Track Performance

Make search work for you
1) Making your web page search friendly
 Meta tags – Code (Title & meta description)
 Title should be short and sweet
 Heading – html code
 Content – Don’t Copy
2) How others websites can work for you
 Back link – Link from other website to your website
 Social Media – Promotes your sites
3) Cross Border with SEO
 Language – Unique webpage for different language, don’t mix both
languages and don’t even use automatic language translation
 Localization – product price should change according to country, time
zone should also kept in mind
 Country Targeting - .in/.de where it is hosted
Be noticed with search ads
1) Introduction to Search Engine Marketing (SEM)
 Keywords
 Pay-per-Click
 Targets people who are looking for service which you provide
 Uniqueness
 Effective
2) SEM Auction
 SEM work on auction system
 Advertisers complete for sales
 Bidding
 Max Cost per Click = CPC
 Relevance (Quality scope)
3) What makes a good keyword
 Money worth with that keyword
 Cost of that keyword



Worth of that keyword
 Relevant keyword?
 Traffic that keyword will bring? (Keyword research tool)
 Competition for that keyword?

Keyword
- Relevance =High
- Traffic = High
- Competition = Low
Get noticed online
1) Social media basics
 Big opportunity for business
 Customer Interaction
 Direct talk
 Reach more people
 Join groups related to your business
 Network growth
 Build trust among people
 Create profile
 Add details – email ID, Phone no.
 Upload photo/video
 Grow your customer base
 Introduce member only offers
2) Getting on social media
Social media for personal and business is different
 Check for platform which differentiate personal and business
 Load business details – phone number, email ID, address
 Tome of voice you use to communicate
 Post photos and Videos
 Provide great content as search engine also use this to show you at top
 Paid program available and check whether it is useful or not
3) Measuring Success in Social Media






Analyse Social Media efforts –
Who likes, shares your post
How they Behave
Who are your connects
Where are they from

Web Analytics –
 What’s happening on your website



Automatically track visitors –
 From where they are coming
 What they are doing

4) Avoid Social Media Pitfalls
 It’s not about only you
 No Aggressive sales
 No long Post
 No same Post
 No one way street
 Unique Post
 Don’t be slow post regulator

It’s Mobile now
1) Understand mobile web and mobile application
 Mobile Friendly Web
 Responsive Design
 Performance
 Site Load
 Usability
 Mobile Application
 Download and Install
 Provide specific functions that’s not easily accomplished by web
browsers
 Integrated with common smart phone features
 Active Communication
 Push Notification

Content Marketing
1) Introduction to content marketing
 Creating and sharing of online material
 Video
 Image
 Blog
 Focus on answering audience’s needs
 Create valuable content
 Engage them with that
2) Get to know your online customer
 Audience Segmentation






Group Creation
Specific content to specific group
Define your marketing approach
Dive deep into their needs and wants

3) Writing for online audience
 Clear explanation
 Engage audience
 Incorporate CTA – call to action
 Make then as creative and presentable as possible
 Use tools to know what are searched often
E-Mail Marketing
1) Basic of E-Mail Marketing
Adding to digital marketing
 Set goals – why email marketing
 List of people who show inertest in you
 Customised content
 Educate customers
 Add some tips a part from regular mails for sales
 Can also known there reviews
 Develop relationships
2) E-Mail marketing options
 Tools
 Contact Database
 Subscribe/Unsubscribe– Form
 Group customers according which helps in sending mails
accordingly
 Mobile friendly email
 Mail schedule(Time)
 Tracks the click on email
3) Designing E-Mail Marketing
 First Impression – Business Name, Subject
 Subject
 Short and simple
 Capture valuable and relevant information
 Personalize and Localization
Video can make it
1) Video one of your online strategy
 Define Mission






Consider Audience
Channel Options
Reach targets
Calls to action

2) Share and promote videos
 Uploaded Videos - YouTube, Website
 Add description, Keywords, Call-to-action
 Use #Hashtags
Start with Analytics
1) Web Analytics
 Metrics - Data Collection
 Unique Visitors
 People Visited – Conversion
 Time Spent
 Dimensions
 Location
 Device Type
 Browser used
2) Web Analytics work
 Measure
 Insights
 Identify
Turn data into insights
1) Data to understand audience
 Quantities Data
 Google Analytics
 Qualitative Data
 Reviews
2) Data Cycle
 Plan - Goal
 Do – Action towards goals
 Check – Reviewing the Action
 Act – Finding to be used in future
Build Online Shop
1) Create Smooth ecommerce devices
 Optimising for different devices
 Improve navigation

2) Product Promotion and merchandising
 Set up online shop
 Create hierarchy category
 Promotion
 Feature some specific products
 Features best selling products
 Product Recommendation
3) Re-Targeting/ Re-Marketing
 Tracking customers interest
 Targeting with customised advertisement

